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Dear FAMM Supporters,

In many ways, 2016 was as momentous 
a year for me as 1991, the year I 
launched FAMM. Armed with little more 
than a card table, a box full of letters 
from prisoners, and outrage fueled by 
an experience in my own family, I was 
driven to fight for sentencing reform. 
Now, 25 years later, FAMM has grown 
well beyond that table and that box. 
FAMM has flourished into a $2 million 
annual operation, with 14 employees, 
working throughout the country.  

In 2016, after a quarter of a century, I made the difficult but natural 
decision to step down as FAMM’s president and from day-to-day 
operations. I continue to be engaged in our work, though, as board 
president, and I spent much of 2016 in careful succession planning 
to insure that our organization could transition from my leadership. 

With my input, the board hired Kevin Ring as our new president. 
Kevin is already filling my shoes and then some. An eminent policy 
expert, Kevin has worked at FAMM for more than eight years 
and has firsthand experience with unfair sentencing laws. He is a 
natural and inspiring leader whose innovation and creativity greatly 
impress me.  

With my decision to leave came a long look at all we’ve accomplished. 
More than 330,000 individuals have received shorter, fairer 
sentences because of the reforms we helped to get passed. And 
I never tire of hearing from those families who were reunited a 
little sooner because of our efforts. I realize, too, that without their 
willingness to let us share their stories, FAMM’s work to reform 
sentencing laws would be much harder. 

A highlight for me in 2016 was our celebration of FAMM’s 25 years. 
The sold-out dinner was attended by fellow advocates, supporters, 
and former prisoners whose sentences were shortened because 
of FAMM’s work. During their stay in Washington, many of these 
former prisoners went with us to Capitol Hill so that they could 
share their stories firsthand and remind lawmakers of the very real 
impact of the laws they pass.  

Thank you for supporting FAMM and me these 25 years—it has 
been the journey of a lifetime. My role in the organization has 
changed, but my deep pride in what we do in this battle has not.

FAMM’s role in the battle for sentencing justice must continue to 
grow. I invite you to read this Annual Report and hope that you will 
be as inspired and heartened by our progress as I am. FAMM is in 
excellent hands with Kevin at the helm, and I can’t wait to see what 
happens next!

My very best,

Julie Stewart

From Our Founder 
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25 Years of Advocacy

It is no accident that 
“FAMM” begins with 
“families.” For 25 years, 
families have been at the 
heart of our advocacy. We 
campaign against one-size-
fits-all sentencing laws 
because they waste money 
without making us safer. 
But, most of all, we oppose 
these policies because they 
do real harm to real people. 
Highlighting the human toll 
of broken sentencing laws 
has been FAMM’s hallmark 
for 25 years.

FAMM’s most meaningful 
victories of 2016 were 
achieved through a 
combination of substantive 
knowledge, hard work, 
political savvy, and strategic 
alliances. The rewards 
produced by these victories 
were reunited families, 
strengthened communities, 
and free individuals. As we 
review our advocacy efforts 
from 2016, we share some 
of the stories that moved us 
to act. 

FAMM in the States

Maryland

Massachusetts

Florida

Iowa

Two million of the 2.2 million people incarcerated in the United 
States are in state and local prisons and jails. Excessive mandatory 
sentencing laws and policies in the states must be reformed if 
we hope to reduce overincarceration and promote individualized 
justice. In 2016, FAMM sought to build support for commonsense 
reforms in several states. Highlights include:

Pennsylvania

4 2016 Annual Report

Iowa
Relying heavily on FAMM’s substantive expertise, the Iowa 
legislature passed a reform that cut in half the time individuals 
serving mandatory minimums for low-level drug offenses must 
serve before they become eligible for parole. The new law applies 
retroactively, making some incarcerated drug offenders immediately 
eligible for parole. Overall, the measure reduced sentences for 
hundreds of nonviolent drug offenders and is estimated to save 
more than $700,000 in the next fiscal year.

Kevin Ring, FAMM President

Julie Stewart, FAMM Founder 
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Florida 

FAMM spearheaded a major victory in Florida, persuading 
the legislature to repeal a mandatory minimum for the first 
time in 20 years. Gov. Rick Scott signed the FAMM-backed 
reform, which repeals the mandatory minimum sentence 
for aggravated assault with a firearm. More than 200 people 
are serving mandatory minimum sentences in Florida for 
aggravated assault with a firearm. This reform significantly 
curtails the scope and impact of Florida’s 10-20-Life gun 
sentencing law, and guarantees no judge will be forced to 
impose a 20-year sentence for a warning shot, as the judge 
was required to do in the case of Erik Weyant.

Threatened in a parking lot by a 
group of men and fearing a beating 
or even worse, Erik Weyant pulled 
out his legal handgun and fired 
shots into the air. Though no one 
was hurt in the incident, Erik was 
found guilty of aggravated assault 
with a firearm without intent to kill. 
He was sentenced under Florida’s 
notorious 10-20-Life law, which 
requires a mandatory sentence of 20 
years when a firearm is discharged 
during a crime. Without the 10-20-

Massachusetts
In October 2016, FAMM urged the Massachusetts legislature to pass 
commonsense sentencing reform in response to a Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court’s ruling that state law does not currently 
allow departures from mandatory minimum sentences. FAMM 
filed an amicus brief in the case along with 40 other groups that 
oppose mandatory minimum sentencing laws.

Life mandatory minimum, Erik would have faced a maximum term 
of five years for his actions. Judge Neil Roddenbery looked for a way 
out of the mandatory minimum in Erik’s case but was ultimately 
forced to impose a 20-year term on a young man with no criminal 
record. Learn more here.

Erik Weyant 

After securing meaningful reform in 2015, FAMM returned to 
Maryland in 2016 and successfully promoted an outright repeal 
of mandatory minimums for lower level drug offenders. FAMM 
supported this effort by testifying at public hearings, attending 
justice reform working group meetings, commissioning a poll 
showing strong support for repeal (which was used by other 
advocates and lawmakers), and engaging FAMM members in 
Maryland to contact their representatives. 

The final bill, which was signed into law by Gov. Larry Hogan on May 
19, applied retroactively; thousands of current prisoners might 
benefit from reduced, fairer sentences. 

Maryland 

In 2015, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court struck down many of 
the Commonwealth’s mandatory minimum sentencing laws. The 
Pennsylvania House approved legislation in 2016 to reinstate 
these laws, but FAMM led the campaign to block the bill. As part 
of our advocacy campaign, FAMM organized a panel briefing for 
Pennsylvania senators that featured FAMM then-Vice President 
Kevin Ring, Americans for Tax Reform President Grover Norquist, 
and former New York City Police Chief Bernie Kerik.

Pennsylvania

http://famm.org/states-map/massachusetts/
http://famm.org/famm-urges-mass-legislature-to-adopt-sentencing-reform-in-response-to-supreme-court-ruling/
http://famm.org/huge-win-in-florida/
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Other States 
In addition to providing support for other reform campaigns 
across the country, FAMM partnered with the American Legislative 
Exchange Council (ALEC) to publish a new report that promotes 
judicial discretion in sentencing in order to ease prison overcrowding, 
save tax dollars, and ensure public safety.

Specifically, the report discusses ALEC’s Justice Safety Valve Act, 
a model policy that allows sentencing courts to depart from 
mandatory minimums for low-level offenders who meet specific 
criteria. In addition to showing how safety valves work in practice, 
the report highlights several states that have passed versions of the 
model policy.

Mandy Martinson was sentenced to 
15 years in federal prison for helping 
her dealer-boyfriend in exchange 
for feeding her methamphetamine 
addiction. Mandy’s judge, unable to 
go below the mandatory minimum, 
expressed his objection to the 
sentence, stating: “The Court does not 
have any particular concern that Ms. 
Martinson will commit crimes in the 
future.” Mandy was able to achieve 
sobriety and get her old job back 
before her trial. Nevertheless, this first-
time, nonviolent offender was given a 
sentence that was three years longer 
than that of her boyfriend. Happily, 
Mandy’s sentence was commuted by 
President Obama and she returned 
home in December.

FAMM has long believed that U.S. presidents should use their power 
to grant executive clemency—specifically, their power to commute 
(or shorten) prison sentences—to undo the injustices caused by 
federal mandatory minimum sentences. FAMM was proud to be a 
founding member of Clemency Project 2014, a massive pro bono 
project that helped to identify federal prisoners who were serving 
excessive, outdated prison sentences. In 2016, FAMM helped 
review thousands of petitions to determine whether they met the 
criteria set forth by the Obama administration for consideration 
of executive clemency. By the end of 2016, President Obama had 
commuted nearly 1,400 excessive federal prison sentences, more 
than the last 11 presidents combined.

2016 Federal Efforts
Federal sentencing and prison reform legislation got caught in the 
contested presidential election of 2016. FAMM nevertheless found 
other ways to continue recent progress and lay the groundwork 
for meaningful reform in the coming years.

Executive Clemency

9Families Against Mandatory Minimums8 2016 Annual Report

http://famm.org/new-famm-alec-report-highlights-benefits-of-sentencing-reform-2/
http://famm.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2016-March-ALEC-CJR-State-Factor-Mandatory-Minimum-Sentencing-Reform-Saves-States-Money-and-Reduces-Crime-Rates.pdf
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Good and Bad Federal Legislation 
FAMM continued to promote bold federal sentencing reform 
legislation on Capitol Hill. We were disappointed that meaningful 
reform was not enacted, but heartened to see greater interest in 
reform than ever before. FAMM’s federal team met with dozens 
of lawmakers from both political parties to educate them on 
the strengths and weaknesses of the major federal bills under 
consideration, including the Sentencing Reform and Corrections 
Act, the Smarter Sentencing Act, and SAFE Justice Act.

In 2016, FAMM’s federal team successfully blocked passage of 
legislation that would have created new mandatory minimum 
sentences or expanded existing sentences. Specifically, FAMM 
opposed a bill known as Kate’s Law, which would have created a 
new, five-year mandatory minimum sentence for thousands of 
people convicted of illegal reentry each year. FAMM also successfully 
defeated an attempt to apply new mandatory sentences to offenses 
involving the drug fentanyl. Passage of Kate’s Law and the fentanyl 
proposal would have caused the federal prison population to 
explode and would have wasted billions of dollars without making 
the public any safer.

Expanding Compassionate Release for Sick and 
Elderly Prisoners
FAMM helped convince the U.S. Sentencing Commission to expand 
the criteria for compassionate release and to tell the federal Bureau 
of Prisons (BOP) to use compassionate release for all eligible 
prisoners. 

In February 2016, FAMM General Counsel Mary Price testified 
before the commission at its invitation and used her remarks  to 
bring attention to the problems federal prisoners face when seeking 
BOP approval for  early release due to extraordinary and compelling 
circumstances. The commission was considering proposals to 
expand the criteria for compassionate release.  Ms. Price urged 
additional grounds for release and asked the commission to tell the 
BOP to use its authority more robustly.  In April, the commission 
adopted a new guideline that incorporated many of FAMM’s 
suggestions, including the admonition to the BOP. The guideline 
became effective November 1.  

In the last months of the year, FAMM began work on one of 
our most ambitious projects yet, a report on Prison Reform and 
Reentry, to be released in 2017. The research involved gathering 
information via survey from prisoners, then compiling that data 
and analyzing it. The project marks the important launch of our 
reentry and reform work. 

Federal Prisoner Survey

FAMM then-Vice President Kevin Ring appeared on a panel at a criminal justice summit 
hosted by the Washington Post. Mr. Ring was interviewed alongside House Judiciary 
Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA); Steve Cook, associate deputy attorney 
general, and Malika Saada Saar, senior counsel on Civil and Human Rights of Google. The 
Washington Post’s Sari Horwitz moderated the panel. 
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http://www.ussc.gov/education/videos/public-hearing-february-17-2016
http://famm.org/u-s-sentencing-commission-approves-changes-to-compassionate-release/
http://famm.org/u-s-sentencing-commission-approves-changes-to-compassionate-release/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/postlive/prison-and-sentencing-reform-debating-the-principles-and-policies-behind-sentencing-and-prison-reform/2016/09/15/5bafb7b0-7b3d-11e6-8064-c1ddc8a724bb_video.html
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FAMM consistently seeks to maximize opportunities to educate and 
communicate with six distinct audiences: prisoners, families who 
have been affected by mandatory minimum sentences, legislators 
and policy groups, donors, the public, and the media. FAMM 
utilizes general public relations tools, storytelling, social media, 
and multimedia production to educate the public and change laws. 
FAMM invested heavily in developing a strong communications 
team, comprised of a communications director, deputy director, 
storyteller, and multimedia director.

2016 Communications
 and Media Highlights

Online Communications and Social 
Media Outreach

FAMM is constantly evaluating our online platforms to strengthen 
our ability to reach our communications goals. Below is a list of 
the different tools we use, and our average reach.

• FAMM.org: Our website  averages 33K monthly users and 
69,000 monthly page views. 

• Corrlinks: FAMM uses Corrlinks to communicate with 
approximately 39,000 federal prisoners each month. 

• Salsa: FAMM uses Salsa to manage our communications with 
our members via email. Subscribers: 39,270

• Facebook:  Our Facebook followers are mostly affected families. 
Likes: 41K | Followers: 40K| Avg monthly reach: 12,000 people

• Twitter: FAMM is followed by a mix of advocates, affected 
individuals, like-minded nonprofits, lawmakers, and journalists. 
Followers: 6,006 | Tweet impressions (reach): 1.3M people

FAMM in the Media
FAMM is well-known to most national media outlets. Our legal 
experts regularly serve as subject matter experts on criminal justice 
issues for news organizations such as the Wall Street Journal, AP, 
the Washington Post, the New York Times, Rolling Stone, and more. 
We process between 15 and 20 media inquiries per month. In 2016, 
FAMM was mentioned in 3,072 news articles, reaching 5.57 billion 
viewers. FAMM regularly sends out press releases and statements 
to promote our issues and reports.

2016 Major Media Placements
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Prisoner Profiles/Storytelling
For more than 25 years, FAMM’s signature contribution to the 
sentencing reform movement has been the ability to tell the stories 
of real people affected by unjust and counterproductive sentencing 
policies. These stories move policymakers in a way that facts and 
statistics simply cannot. In 2016 we took a major step to enhance 
our storytelling abilities by hiring our first-ever multimedia director 
and a new storyteller.

2016 Prisoner Profiles

Charceil Kellam
Ramona Brant
Paul Fields 
Robyn Hamilton  
Nicole Forde

Eric Wilson
Weldon Angelos
Elizabeth Melson
Yolanda Flournah-Perkins

2016 Success Stories 

In 2016 FAMM established in-house video production services in an 
effort to better engage the public and legislators. 

2016 Videos

Leo Guthmiller 
Maryland Repeal of Mandatory Minimums
Sentenced to Die in There 
Marijuana Sends First-Time Offender to Prison for 55 Years
The Story of Mandy Martinson
How Mandy Martinson Got 15 Years in Prison

Multimedia/Video Production 

14 2016 Annual Report Families Against Mandatory Minimums 15

http://famm.org/charceil-kellam/
http://famm.org/ramona-brant/
http://famm.org/paul-fields/
http://famm.org/robyn-hamilton/
http://famm.org/nichole-forde/
http://famm.org/eric-wilson/
http://famm.org/weldon-angelos/
http://famm.org/success-story-elizabeth-meth/
http://famm.org/yolanda-flournah-perkins/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEq0BcyQUho
https://youtu.be/izNRu7glE7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAejzXM4mVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_4kV7HF-74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNEW7QvjLuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTFDdDT3gYQ
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On March 24, presidential commutation recipients, 
former prisoners and their families, and advocates from 
around the country gathered together in Washington, 
D.C., for an evening of celebration and a renewed 
commitment to reforming our country’s sentencing laws. 
Guests such as W. Neil Eggleston, former White House 
general counsel, and Busta Rhymes joined us as we 
celebrated our families. 

FAMM’s 25th Anniversary Dinner
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Board of Directors 

Julie Stewart
Chair 

Jason R. Flom 
Member 

Phil D. Harvey 
Treasurer  

Staff 

Kevin Ring, President
Rabiah Burks, Director of Communications
Debi Campbell, Communications Outreach Associate
Hawah Cyllah, Development Associate
Ann Espuelas, Storyteller and Research Manager
Molly Gill, Director of Federal Legislative Affairs
Enrique Huaiquil, Multimedia Director
Daniel Landsman, Policy Associate
Greg Newburn, Director of State Policy
Mary Price, General Counsel
Lani Prunés, Deputy Director of Communications
Roxana Rincones, Director of Finance and Administration
Cynthia Silveira, Director of Development
Andrea Strong, Director of Member Services

Bernard F. and Alva B. Gimbel Foundation
CGLC Charitable Trust
Charles Koch Foundation 
Crawford-Doyle Charitable Foundation 
Crowell & Moring LLP
Daughters of Charity
Horizons Foundation
Joseph and Colleen Brandon Family Foundation
J.P. Humphreys Foundation
Koch Companies Public Sector, LLC
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP
Lenfestey Family Foundation 
Melamed Foundation 
Open Society Institute
Public Welfare Foundation
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP  
The Colburn Family Foundation
The Flom Family Foundation
The Kaphan Foundation
The Libra Foundation
The Margaret and Daniel Loeb Third Point Foundation
Tides Center
Vital Projects Fund
Wallace Global Fund

Foundations and Corporate Sponsors

Carmen Hernandez 
Member 

Eric Sterling 
Secretary 

Scott Wallace 
Vice Chair
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Patrons of Justice 
Annual gifts of $1,000+

Charles G. Koch
David H. Koch 
Alan Kraut and Jane Steinberg
Lauren Krisai
James, Susan, and Dora Lenfestey
Jaime and Sylvia Liwerant
Daniel and Margaret Loeb
Jerry Mathwig
Al and Barbara McConagha
Kimberly McKinney
Mac and Leslie W. McQuown
Bernard L. Mondeau
Steve Nickelsburg
Rich and Laura Novak
Kirk Perrow III and Dean Pugh 
Frances Posel
Nicholas J. Proudfoot
Jeff and Connie Richards
John F. Ring
Chip and Kathleen Rosenbloom
Daniel C. Schwartz
Herb Silverman and Sharon    
  Fratepietro
Virginia E. Sloan
Carol T. Smythe 
Girardeau Spann
Connelly Stewart 
Matthew Strawn
Jon Stryker
Martin Tankleff
Michael L. Waldman and Linda B.  
   Coe
Scott and Christy Wallace
Ron Weich and Julie Stewart
Jill Wellman

Anonymous
George Bachich
Valerie Barber
Rob Brady 
Joseph and Colleen Brandon
Clifford Burnstein
Derwood S. Chase 
Dennis and Lavon Chorba
Bruce and Mary Louise Cohen
David and Katie Colburn
Matthew and Julia Coyte
Chris Danis
David DeBruin and Elizabeth                
   G. Taylor
Brian M. and Betsy Deitte
Michael K. Douglas
John K. Doyle
Kathryn E. Epstein
Mark Ettel
Jamie Fellner
Timothy W. Ferguson
Jason R. Flom
Alec French
Robert and Sandy Gelfond
John F. Gilmore
Peter and Cynthia Goettler
Ethan D. Grossman
Phil D. Harvey
Ethelmae C. Humphreys
Daniel Jamieson and Jennie     
   Rabinowitz  
Cal and Annette B. Johnson
Holly and Bruce Johnstone
Albert and Diane Kaneb
Thomas Kivlahan 

Pro Bono Attorneys

Bryan Cave LLP
Kristin Robinson
Daniel C. Schwartz

Clifford Chance LLP
Katie Barlow
Susan Foster
Adam Goldstein
Rebecca Hekman
Steve Nickelsburg

Crowell & Moring LLP
Marisa Erin Adelson
Scott Bittman
Preetha Chakrabarti
Harry P. Cohen
Christine E. Cwiertny
Danielle Giffuni
Thomas A. Hanusik 
Susan M. Hoffman
Philip Inglima
Sean Jackson
Janet I. Levine
Jared Levine
Craig Lytle
Skye Mathieson 
Glen McGorty
Thomas C. Means
Vahe Mesropyan
Francis Joseph Messina, Jr.
David W. O’Brien
Jeffrey H. Rutherford
Barbara H. Ryland
Sehar Sabir
Laura Schwartz

Roma Sharma
Ethan Walter Simonowitz
Gary A. Stahl
Marc Warren
Megan Louise Wolf
Tiffany Victoria Wynn
Katie Yablonka
Daniel L. Zelenko

Law Office of Peter Goldberger
Peter Goldberger

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
John F. Ring  

Perkins Coie LLP
Thomas W. Hillier II

Squire Patton Boggs LLP
George J. Schutzer

The Law Office of Edward J. 
McIntyre & Pamela R. 
Logsdon Sibley
Edward J. McIntyre
Pamela R. Logsdon Sibley

Williams & Connolly LLP 
Amy Mason Saharia
Chanakya A. Sethi
Craig D. Singer

WilmerHale 
Elizabeth Dervy
Christopher J. Herrling
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Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents $  973,526 
Investment in securities $  694,732
Accrued interest receivable $      1,293
Grants and pledges receivable $  475,000
Prepaid expenses $  2,422 
Total current assets $  2,146,973 

Property & Equipment- At Cost 
Furniture $  3,495 
Equipment $  41,372
Software $  20,067 
Less: accumulated depreciation $  (40,530)
Property and Equipment, Net $  24,404

Other Assets
Security deposit $  $8,888
Total other assets $  $8,888

Total assets $  2,180,265

Liabilities & Assets
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $  42,127
Accrued vacation payable $  25,274
Federal income tax payable $  0   
Deferred rent $  8,029
Total current liabilities $  75,430 

Net Assets
Unrestricted new assets
       Undesignated $  181,502 
       Designated by board $  990,000 
       Total unrestricted assets $  1,171,502 
      Temporarily restricted net assets $  933,333 
Total net assets $  2,104,835 

Total liability and net assets $  2,180,265 

2016 Financials
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Revenue 

Expenses

Individual Contributions
$1,177,019.00         

Foundation Grants
$1,200,000.00               

Interest Income
$6,193.00  (.22%)                             

In-Kind Donations
$446,775.00                       

Total Revenue
$2,829,987.00         

Program Expenses
 $2,513,166.00                     

Fundraising
$221,142.00                      

General & Administration
 $211,032.00                     

Expenses by Program 

Total Expenses
$2,945,340.00        

Public Education
 $717,751.00                       

State & Regional Programs
 $560,363.00                        

Federal Advocacy
 $1,235,052.00                  

Total Program Expenses
 $2,513,166.00         

2016 Financials continued 



@fammfoundation

facebook.com/FAMMFoundation
@fammfoundation

famm.org

FAMILIES AGAINST MANDATORY MINIMUMS
1100 H Street NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20005
P: 202.822.6700


